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Modular ReliableAdaptable

S TA RM

The smart solution 

 Prefabricated structures that allow an easy installation. 

 Different models, fixings that adapt to the requirements of each client. 

 Side guards are installed on the conveyor belt to protect it from external 
factors.

 They guarantee security to the  workers from injuries due to the new system 
that prevents people from approaching to the conveyor belt while it is moving.

 They make facilities more efficient and strongly reduce maintenance costs.

Capotex side guards

Why  
CAPOTEX 
capoguards?
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Inferior 
Capoguards

Inferior Metal Sheet Capoguards  

Perfect to protect the bottom of the 
conveyor belt. Hinged fixing. Easy to 

disassemble.

Side Guard: It completely protects against the effect of lateral wind. 
Protection of the return belt: It prevents misalignment on the return belt due 

to the external pressure of the wind.

Protection against wear: prevents excessive wear caused by small particles 
dragged by the wind. It brings a greater duration of the rollers, the conveyor, 
the steel structures and all conveyor components.

Security protection : It prevents accidental manipulation of the return belt 
and entry of animals into transporters located on the ground.

 Length in maximum sections up to 1.064 meters.

 Height up to 1 meters.

 System weight 15 kg / meter.

Characteristics

Material

Fixing C1 Hinged option

Fixings

Render

C1 C5 C9

Technical specifications
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Inferior 
Capoguards

Render

Perfect to protect the bottom of the 
conveyor belt. Although it is considered a 
fixed protection, it can be disassembled 

for maintenance operations.

 Length in maximum sections up to 3 meters.

 Height up to 1 meters.
 System weight 15 kg / meter.

Characteristics

Material

Fixing C5 Self-tapping screw

Technical specifications

C1 C5 C9

Fixings

Inferior Metal Sheet Capoguards  

Side Guard: It completely protects against the effect of lateral wind. 
Protection of the return belt: It prevents misalignment on the return belt due 

to the external pressure of the wind.

Protection against wear: prevents excessive wear caused by small particles 
dragged by the wind. It brings a greater duration of the rollers, the conveyor, 
the steel structures and all conveyor components.

Security protection : It prevents accidental manipulation of the return belt 
and entry of animals into transporters located on the ground.
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Inferior 
Capoguards

Render

Characteristics

Material

Fixing C9 Hook 

C1 C5 C9

 Length in maximum sections up to 3 meters.

 Height up to 1 meters.
 System weight 15 kg / meter.

Technical specifications

Inferior Metal Sheet Capoguards  

Perfect to protect the bottom of the 
conveyor belt. Although it is considered a 
fixed protection, it can be disassembled 

for maintenance operations.

Fixings

Side Guard: It completely protects against the effect of lateral wind. 
Protection of the return belt: It prevents misalignment on the return belt due 

to the external pressure of the wind.

Protection against wear: prevents excessive wear caused by small particles 
dragged by the wind. It brings a greater duration of the rollers, the conveyor, 
the steel structures and all conveyor components.

Security protection : It prevents accidental manipulation of the return belt 
and entry of animals into transporters located on the ground.
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Metal Sheet

Superior Metal Sheet Capoguards

They are valid to protect the upper part 
of the conveyor belt. Very useful to 

minimize risks of entrapment, protect the 
environment and avoid loss of material.

They ensure consistency and compliance of  regulations. 
Due to innovation in their customized solutions, they ensure a correct 

installation.

It is one of the most economical upper side guards option.

Although it is considered a fixed guard, it can be disassembled for maintenance 
operations.

This guard is screwed to a post that is screwed to the frame.

 Length in maximum sections up to 3 meters.

 Height up to 0.8 meters.
 System weight 6.5 kg / meter.

Fixing P1 Self-tapping screw 

Superior 
Capoguards

Render

P1 P4

Fixings

Characteristics

Material

Technical specifications
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Fixing P4

Superior 
Capoguards

Metal Sheet
Render

They ensure consistency and compliance of  regulations. 
Due to innovation in their customized solutions, they ensure a correct 

installation.

Key that allows you to lock and unlock the system in order to facilitate 
the installation.

Designed for quick and easy disassembly.

 Length in maximum sections up to 3 meters.

 Height up to 0.8 meters.
 System weight 10 kg / meter.

They are valid to protect the upper part 
of the conveyor belt. Very useful to 

minimize risks of entrapment, protect the 
environment and avoid loss of material. 

P1 P4

Fixings

Superior Metal Sheet Capoguards

Characteristics

Material

Technical specifications
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Metal Mesh

Superior 
Capoguards

Render

Valid to protect the upper part of the 
conveyor belt. Due to its mesh design it 
avoids entrapments and facilitates the 

vision of the tape. 

Fixing P1 Self-tapping screw

 Length in maximum sections up to 3 meters.

 Height up to 0.8 meters.
 System weight 4,7 kg / meter.

They ensure consistency and compliance of the regulations. 
Due to innovation in their customized solutions, they ensure a correct 

installation.

It is one of the most economical upper side guard options.

Although they are considered a fixed guards, it can be disassembled for 
maintenance operations.

This Guard is screwed to a post that is screwed to the frame.

Fixings

Superior Metal Mesh Capoguards

Characteristics

Material

Technical specifications

P1 P3 P4
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Superior 
Capoguards

Metal Mesh

Render Fixing P3

They ensure consistency and compliance of regulations. 
Due to innovation in their customized solutions, they ensure a correct 

installation.

They’re simplicity and lightness allows to support the fence before installing 
it, reducing the installation time.

Designed for quick and easy disassembly.

Installators may use a tool, not special, in order to fix them. Compliance 
with the most restrictive regulation.

 Length in maximum sections up to 3 meters.

 Height up to 0.8 meters.
 System weight 5,5 kg / meter.

Fixings

Superior Metal Mesh Capoguards

Characteristics

Material

Technical specifications

Valid to protect the upper part of the 
conveyor belt. Due to its mesh design it 
avoids entrapments and facilitates the 

vision of the tape. 
P1 P3 P4
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Superior 
Capoguards

Metal Mesh

Render Fixing P4

They ensure consistency and compliance with regulations. 
Due to the innovated and customized solution, they ensure a correct 

installation.

Key that allows to lock and unlock the system to facilitate the installation.

Designed for a quick and an easy disassembly.

 Length in maximum sections up to 3 meters.

 Height up to 0.8 meters.
 System weight 7,2 kg / meter.

Fixings

Superior Metal Mesh Capoguards

Characteristics

Material

Technical specifications

Valid to protect the upper part of the 
conveyor belt. Due to its mesh design it 
avoids entrapments and facilitates the 

vision of the tape. 
P1 P3 P4
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